
Automatic monitoring, analysis and alerting across your business
Deep elastic search technology allowing insight into log data
Automatic incident opening and reporting to you
24/7 service for critical incidents
Managed and monitored by a team of SIEM certified security experts
Monthly reporting providing valuable inisghts and trends
Threat intelligence from various commerical and open-source feeds, including NCSC
Malware Free Networks
Access to customer portal for co-pilot

Why Advantage
Advantage has been at the forefront of cyber security and cyber threat intelligence for
the past 7 years. We understand how important it is to you that your data is safe.
Advantage is ISO27001 certified, meaning you can trust that we apply trusted security
and information practices.

Overview
The AdvantageProtect SIEM as a Service gives you access to a New Zealand based
expert Security Operations Centre. Our team comprises of several qualified and
experienced cyber security analysts and engineers, further supported by consultants
and incident responders.

Our SIEM service is underpinned by LogRhythm and complemented by a fully managed
service overlay. It is a highly affordable model that delivers security monitoring services
with proactive intelligence, alerting, triage and reporting in a managed model.

Our service removes the need for organisations to hire, train and retain SIEM engineers
and SOC analysts, as well as cost of purchase, installation, and maintenance of the
platform. The AdvantageProtect service is quite unique in that we provide access to the
SIEM web console to clients so they can perform their own threat hunting and data
queries as they need.

A summary of key service inclusions are:

BENEFITS

Improved security -
24x7x365 SOC
supported by New
Zealand based team

Meet compliance
objectives

Detect and respond 
 quicker to incidents

Improved data
aggregation and
visibility

Scalability 

Cost effective 

Ensure Data Loss
Prevention 

DATA SHEET

SOC & SIEM 
Keep your digital assets safe - 24x7x365 New
Zealand based Security Operations Centre

To learn more about Advantage, visit: 

About Advantage 

As one of New Zealand's longest standing ICT and security providers, Advantage brings leading threat
intelligence and frontline expertise to organisations. ISO27001 and Incident Response SIREN certified, we are
armed with the tools and skills to increase security effectiveness, and reduce business risk.

advantage.nz


